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Ode to the fabulous horseman

• Schumpeter’s three goals: (1) to be the greatest 

economist in the world, (2) to be the best horseman in all 

of Austria, and (3) to be the greatest lover in all of Vienna

• ―[The] problem that is usually being visualized is how 

capitalism administers existing structures, whereas the 

relevant problem is how it creates and destroys them.‖    

— Joseph Schumpeter, 1942



Objectives

• Examine the nature of competition among the (current) 

―big 4‖ – Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google

• Discuss the measurement of market power in Internet 

markets

• Present evidence on entry and exit

• Present some evidence on market power

• Close with some thoughts about regulation going forward



The Big 4

• Amazon – platform for buying and selling goods

• Apple – sells computers, phones, music

• Facebook – social networking

• Google – search leader, advertising

On the face of it, it appears they do different things well, but



The Big 4

• All in a constant state of flux—searching for new ways to 

offer consumers attractive value propositions to enhance 

their value

• Frequently get in each others faces

– Amazon’s Kindle Fire Tablet competes directly with iPad at a 

fraction of the cost

– Apple’s Siri allows users to search outside of a search engine

– Facebook’s ―likes‖ are the new links, and its search engine will 

allow users to search each other’s content

– Google+: new entrant to social networking



Some economics of creative destruction

• These players operate in very dynamic markets

• These markets frequently are characterized by network 

effects and multi-sidedness (or at least 2-sidedness)

– They do not look like perfectly competitive markets

– Yet, competition is intense

– Firms need to run fast simply to keep up



Market dynamics: Lots of entry and exit

• Entry: Over half of the top 100 sites in January 2012 in 

search engines and social networks were not in the top 

100 sites just three years before. (Source: Hitwise)

• Exit: In just one year (2008-09), eight of the top 50 U.S. 

web properties left the top 50 rankings. In two more years 

(2011), another nine properties would leave the top 50 

rankings. (Source: comScore)

• Upward mobility: Within Business/Finance, Yelp ranked 

112th in January 2009 but jumped to 31st by January 

2012. In Social Networking, Spokeo (launched in 2006) 

was ranked 818th in January 2009; by January 2012, its 

ranking in the category was 27th. (Source: Hitwise)



Market Power – look for direct evidence

• Concentration ratios are problematic

• Regulators should focus on direct evidence 

– Ability to raise prices profitably (low price sensitivity)

– Ability to exclude rivals

• Example: Staples/OfficeDepot (pricing with and without 

presence of rival)



Market Power: Pricing

• Advertising: Cost per impressions (CPMs) have been 

falling, as social networks account for an increasing share 

of Internet ads

• e-books: Although the price of e-books has increased from 

$9.99 to $11.99, the prior price reportedly did not cover 

Amazon’s incremental costs

• Online movies: Apple has not altered prices for renting or 

buying movies in the last six years, and OVD prices are 

typically $1 less than cable on demand



Market Power: Exclusion

• FTC-Google: For the majority of rival specialty sites, 

Google does not appear to have exercised that power in 

any economically meaningful way.

• DOJ-Apple: Amazon’s behavior may have put Borders out 

of the brick-and-mortar business, but Apple’s behavior 

could limit Amazon’s ability to raise prices over time. 

• Caveat: Analysis based on publicly available data.



The Regulator’s Challenge

• The future is hard to predict (accurately!) 

• Especially when things change 

• Yet, when firms are on top, they appear like they may 

never fall

• Lesson 1: The mighty do fall

• Lesson 2: The lack of knowledge, combined with the 

dynamic nature in these markets, suggests that restraint is 

the better part of valor. 



Concluding thoughts

• Light-handed regulation is better in dynamic markets

• But government still has an important role

– Defensive: Making sure firms do not introduce policies 

that hurt consumers (e.g., price fixing, excluding rivals)

– Proactive: Relieve government bottlenecks (e.g., 

spectrum), and do so in a way that does not tilt the 

playing field
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The ―Big 4‖

Content Hardware Network effects Two-sidedness Traditional 

Revenues

New Initiatives

Amazon Amazon.com (music, 

movies, books, 

podcasts, TV shows, 

retail goods)

Kindle User reviews (more 

product user reviews 

make the platform 

more valuable for 

other users) 

Third-party sellers 

can establish 

Amazon store; broker 

for content 

(publishers of digital 

media matched with 

content consumers)

Digital media, retail 

goods 

Cloud-hosted 

business 

services

Apple iTunes (music, 

movies, books, 

podcasts, TV shows, 

apps)

iPhone, 

iPad, Macs, 

iPod

FaceTime, 

iMessenger, 

corporate 

administration of 

mobile email (iOS)

Broker for content 

(publishers of digital 

media matched with 

content consumers)

Digital media, 

hardware

Televisions

Facebook User-generated 

content; apps (e.g., 

games)

NA Social network Broker for clicks 

(advertisers matched 

with users); broker for 

content (app creators 

matched with users)

Social networks Search, 

wireless, 

phones

Google Recommended sites 

(search); Gmail; 

maps; product 

search; Play (music, 

movies, books, 

Android apps); 

YouTube

Phones Gmail (instant 

messaging), Google 

+ (social network), 

YouTube (user-

generated content), 

corporate 

administration of 

mobile email 

(Android)

Broker for ad space 

(advertisers matched 

with publishers); 

broker for clicks 

(advertisers matched 

with searchers); 

broker for content 

(publishers of digital 

media matched with 

content consumers); 

broker for payers and 

payees (Google 

Wallet)

Advertising Social 

networks, 

phones

Table 1: A Comparison of Four Leading Internet Firms


